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It was with this exhilarating feeling that team Ugam and the teachers we trained in May 2018 felt as they left 

their respective training venues. Three years ago , in June 2015, we started with a small center in a tiny 

village school in Hazaribagh. What better way for us to close our three years than to spend our energy to 

forge partnership with the district education department and conduct a two day training for 800 teachers at 

16 blocks for 2 days. In collaboration with the district leadership of Mr. Shukla and with great support from 

DSE, Mr. Singh and BEOs and teachers we are excited to be a key partner in Hazaribagh district’s visionary 

education transformation journey! We have had lots of action happen this quarter, read all about it!

You are not a drop 
in the ocean. You 
are the entire ocean 
in a drop.

Rumi

The hottest time of the year was spent in training. The training was 
followed by a review meeting in the Hazaribagh Town Hall for all 
800+ participants, led by Mr. Shukla and Mr. Singh. Our team was 
humbled by the positive feedback we received.

Like our schools we too had a new enrollment to our team. 
Nishikant Das joined Ugam as an honorary Advisory Board 
member. Nishikant comes with the experience of many years 
in the finance sector after his MBA. He spent a lot of time in 
Hazaribagh with teachers and in schools to understand the 
deeper context of Ugam’s work. We are grateful for his 
involvement in Ugam and look forward to his advise.

Much awaited rains and getting back to school. For our children it 
was some fun times. Ugam was integral in training teachers at 
the block level for the Gyan Setu (SATH-e project), a state wide 
program launched to improve learning indicators of students.
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You have been a great support for us and we thank you for that. As Ugam enters its 
next phase of scale up growth, we are going district wide now we are working doubly hard to 
raise funds. We follow the Martin Luther King quote,

“If you can’t fly then run, If you can’t run then walk, if you can’t walk 
then crawl, but Whatever you do you have to keep moving forward.”  
Support Ugam with donations and spread the word around--it would mean a lot to us if you 
could connect me to three other like minded individuals who would find Ugam interesting.

Join us in this journey to make a positive change in the education outcomes for 
75,000 children in 1,000 schools in Hazaribagh district by 2023!

For any inquiries pertaining to donations, volunteering, employment or Ugam Model, 
please connect with us.

1001, Crescent Height, V N Naik Marg, Mumbai 400036.
Lopa Gandhi ( Mumbai): +91-9867719063 |  Sanjay (Hazaribag): +91- 9098205926
E: lopa@ugamedu.org

NITI Aayog has selected the three States of Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh 

and Odisha for transforming education and health indicators. The 

Sustainable Action for Transforming Human Capital-Education (SATH-E) 

was thus, born. SATH-E has been envisaged as a programme which aims 

to transform elementary and secondary school education across these 

three states. SATH-E roadmap refers to a time-bound, goal-driven exercise 

that will reach its logical culmination by the end of the academic year 2020. 

Ugam supports the district in robust implementation and roll out of the 

Sathe project. We have been part of the training at district and block levels. 

Currently, team Ugam works extensively with the Block Level Officers to 

ensure a smooth roll out of the program.


